Abstract. Embodied interaction has been claimed to offer important advantages for learning programming. However frequently claims have been based on intuitions and work in the area has focused largely around system-building rather than on evaluation and reflection around those claims. Taking into account research in the area as well as in areas such as tangibles, psychology of programming and the learning and teaching of programming, this paper identifies a set of important factors to take into account when analysing the potential of learning environments for programming employing embodied interaction. These factors are formulated as a set of questions that could be asked either when designing or analysing this type of learning environments.
Introduction
Often learning environments designed to introduce children to computer programming have used some form of interaction with the physical world. Efforts in this area have tended to concentrate on designing and building environments capable of this interaction but the motivation for the approach as well as the specifics of the instructional design have been driven largely by intuitions. Although there has been some research aimed at building theories and frameworks in areas such as tangibles in learning, computer programming poses specific challenges related to taking advantage of the concreteness of the physical world in order to understand and master an abstract task such as programming.
An embodied type of interaction aims to exploit the familiarity of physical world couplings between actions and their effects by employing analogies based on those couplings [1] . An example of exploiting familiar analogies are electronic organisers that can present documents in portrait or landscape mode depending on how they are physically orientated. Employing analogies of physical world couplings tends to work well for tasks that require a concrete, direct form of manipulation, however computer programming is not about direct manipulation.
Computer programming is related to specifying abstract behaviours to be performed by the computer. These behaviours are abstract because, for instance, they might take place in the future and / or might depend on certain conditions [2] . Programming activities are therefore radically different from direct manipulation tasks and it is not clear whether the benefits of familiar coupling analogies apply in this case. This paper analyses where the benefits of embodied interaction may lie by identifying a set of important factors to take into account when designing or analysing a programming learning environment with embodied interaction. The second section highlights some of the difficulties faced by novice programmers, the third section discusses some of the potential benefits that embodied interaction could offer to the learning of programming, the fourth section describes how embodied elements have been incorporated into learning environments for programming, the fifth presents a set of important factors to consider for this type of environments and the sixth discusses some important aspects of these factors.
The Difficulties of Learning Programming
Programming is hard precisely because, among other factors, its abstract nature prevents the use of direct manipulation [2] . Du Boulay [3] separates into five areas the difficulties facing those who are learning to program for the first time. First is a general orientation towards the nature of programming itself. It involves clarifying what programs are for, what can be done with them and what is the point and value of them. Second is the notional machine. This is the abstract machine which will execute the program. We do not mean the hardware or memory registers themselves. It is not about bits and bytes, but about the kind of activities that one can describe in the programming language being learnt. For example, printing a word, causing a Logo turtle to move forward, adding two numbers together, adding a value into a table and so on. The programming paradigm (declarative, functional, object-oriented) is determined by the particular instantiation of the notional machine. Third is the notation of the programming language, in other words the way that the programming language as a language is expressed the syntax, where the semantics is covered by the notional machine. Fourth is standard structures or programming plans [4, 5] . This is about how one puts standard phrases and sentences of the language together to make meaningful paragraphs or essays. For example, how one uses a looping construct to iterate through a list, or how one organises a program into separate methods or separate functions. Fifth is pragmatics: how one makes use of the overall environment (e.g. the editor and the compiler or the program development environment) to get from the idea for a program to a working program itself. Pragmatics also covers developing the skills of effective design and debugging to ensure that the program does what it is supposed to do. Frequently the importance of pragmatics or strategic programming knowledge is underestimated [6] .
Typically when learning a second programming language, the general orientation and some aspects of the pragmatics can be generalised from what has already been learned, even if the new notation, the new notional machine and the new structures are quite different. And when learning a third language similarities of notation, notional machine and structures are likely to emerge to simplify and shorted the learning process.
Within a learning environment containing embodied or tangible elements, the question arises as to how far the inclusion of those embodied and/or tangible elements can assist in the mastering of a difficult task such as programming.
Potential Benefits of Embodied Interaction
Exploiting the familiarity of physical world couplings between actions and their effects by employing analogies and metaphors based on those couplings is important not only for embodied interaction in general but also for tangibles learning environments. These perceived couplings [7] are an important aspect of the meaningful interaction with the world to which embodied interaction aspires [1] . The couplings can be literal, when there is a close one-to-one mapping in the analogy, or more abstract, when the mapping is looser and the relationship between actions and effects has a certain degree of arbitrariness [8] . Abstract couplings are not necessarily negative, Hornecker and Buur [7] point out that many tangible environments aim for literal couplings missing out on opportunities to exploit people's imagination or to provide useful re-representations of information.
The relationship between actions and effects in abstract couplings is usually mediated by a representation. The more arbitrary the representation the more abstract the coupling. The correspondence could be based on symbols, which have an arbitrary structure, or on icons, which have a more direct perceptual correspondence, for example [9, 10] . Hurtienne and Israel [11] propose that physical manipulations can be employed not only for literal but also for abstract correspondence. They propose to employ the concept of Image Schemas [12] , abstract representations of recurring dynamic patterns of bodily interactions, as a sound basis to provide abstract couplings in tangible environments. According to them, Image Schemas capture patterns of sensory-motor experiences, exist beneath conscious awareness and can be represented visual, haptic or kinesthetic way for example. The container schema, for example, is a pattern characterised by comprising an outside, an inside and a boundary between them and is derived from our daily experience with houses, rooms, boxes, cars, etc. Image Schemas can have a central importance in taking advantage of the concreteness of the physical world in order to support the learning of an abstract task such as programming.
Frequently embodied environments mix representations of different types in the perceived couplings, for example, the shape of a toy car could communicate how it could be used but it could also have an attached printed label with symbols to for example, indicate additional functions or characteristics. There are potential advantages and disadvantages in mixing representations of different types; one representation could, for example, constraint the interpretation of another and in this way support the learner [10] .
Besides aspects associated with the notion of perceived couplings, embodied interaction can offer other benefits that could be particularly important for programming learning environments. Important aspects in this sense are those that have to do with social interaction and motivation. Embodied interaction has a strong potential for enabling collaboration, which is an important aspect when learning to program [13] . Being able to interact with the environment from multiple points, the inherent visibility of actions and events happening in the physical world and the sheer size of objects and physical environments [7] make embodied interfaces especially suitable for enhancing communication and collaborative learning.
Embodied interaction and its potential for collaboration may also support the understanding of abstraction in a more direct way. Deictic references to physical objects and gestures performed while communicating have been found to support the emergence of scientific languages and ontologies in school children [14] . Verifying whether this is also the case when using embodied interaction for the learning of programming would be of central importance for the area.
The potential of embodied interaction for motivation was highlighted in one of the first environments employing tangible elements [15] . Embodied interaction was claimed to increase the feelings identification with the characters of the environment and in this way the level of absorption in the task. Additionally, embodied interaction can enable performative action [7] , which in turn has been suggested as capable of inducing motivating experiences [16] .
Embodied Interaction in Programming
The discussion above suggests that there are three important dimensions to consider when employing embodied interaction in learning programming environments: where the embodied element is located (a) pragmatically and (b) conceptually, and (c) what its nature is. The embodied element could target any of the five sources of difficulty for novice programmers outlined in Section 2. For example the embodied element could aim to provide cues about the workings of the notional machine or about the nature of the notation. In practical terms, the embodied element could be associated with any of the elements of the environment: the input, the output, the editor, the debugger, etc. Finally the nature of the interaction could be predominantly haptic or kinesthetic but could combine these with symbolic or iconic elements.
For example, in Logo and its follow-up versions [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] , the embodied element is associated with their output, a tangible robotic system. Logo aimed to teach programming concepts to children by controlling a robotic turtle. The only tangible element in Logo was its output (the robotic system). The program had to be written by conventional means (typing code to a computer) and the notation was a simplified version of Lisp. Other versions such as the Button Box [18] and Quetzal [20] had additional embodied elements. The button box was a device employed to enable children to control the turtle without having to learn how to type commands on a keyboard. It had a series of buttons that had a one to one mapping with the main controlling functions. Additionally, there was a record button that enabled children to record a sequence of commands and a play button that allowed the command sequence to be played. Although still using a type of keyboard as input, the couplings between actions and effects where more direct than those of a conventional keyboard.
Quetzal is an interesting system that allows children to edit Lego Mind-storms [19] programs with tangible tokens representing keywords of a textual programming language. Children create program statements by physically connecting tokens to form chains that describe the flow of control of the program, similarly to the way textual programs are written as a sequence of statements on the screen with conventional textual languages. In this case there are two independent embodied elements, one is related to the editor of the environment and the other to its output. The editor uses a combination of symbolic and tangible elements.
Another example with a different combination of embodied elements are tangible programming environments. Usually in these systems the focus of the embodied element is the notation. One typical tangible programming environment is the Electronic Blocks system [21] . Electronic Blocks uses Lego blocks augmented with sensors, actuators and logic circuits to enable children to program logical behaviours by joining blocks that perform simple operations. In this case the notation uses a combination of symbolic, iconic and haptic elements. The notation has symbolic elements as blocks of different colours belong to different categories. It also has iconic aspects as the shapes of the blocks indicate their use (for example those shaped as cars can run on wheels). Finally it is haptic as statements of the language are constructed by physically joining the blocks.
The three dimensions discussed in this section plus some of the factors described in previous sections can be used to analyse the learning potential of embodied environments for programming. The following section offers an initial framework that can be used when designing or analysing a programming learning environment with an embodied style of interaction.
Important Factors for Embodied Environments for Learning Programming
A set of important factors for programming learning environments with an embodied style of interaction are illustrated on Table 1 . These factors could be classified as technical and social. Technical factors could be further classified into those related with the nature of the interaction and those associated with the place where interaction occurs. Social factors could also be further classified into collaborative and those related to motivation. This section talks about them in terms of questions that can be asked when designing or analysing a programming learning environment using embodied interaction.
Nature of the Interaction
These factors have to do with the type of the perceived couplings, how abstract they are and the type of support they could offer.
• What is the nature of the bodily interaction? It could be symbolic, iconic, haptic, kinetic, gestural, or a combination of them.
• How literal or abstract are the action-effect couplings provided in the environment? If they are abstract are they based on a sound framework of correspondence such as Image Schemas for example? • What is the support intended through the bodily interaction type? if the interaction type is mixed (iconic and haptic for example), there might be benefits associated with external representations, one representation constraining the interpretation of another for example. This could enable, for example, to allow a progression from understanding more concrete to more abstract notations. 
Focus of the Interaction
These factors refer to the place where the embodied element occurs. The place could be conceptual (one of the difficult aspects of learning programming) or related to the programming environment (input, output, editor, etc.).
• What programming concept understanding is the bodily interaction aiming to support? • Do familiar coupling analogies:
• Help to visualise the scope and general orientation of the system?
• Provide cues about the workings of the notional machine and the nature of the notation? • Constrain or direct users into producing valid structures?
• Offer guidance to perform practical tasks?
• Where in the programming environment is the bodily interaction taking place? It could take place in the input, editor, output, debugger, etc.
• What is the relationship between the targeted concept and the place of the environment where the bodily interaction takes place? For example, is a tangible output aimed to support the understanding of the notional machine?
Collaboration
One of the most important characteristics of embodied environments is their potential for collaboration. Here we consider, besides the generic collaborative affordances, those that could support the understanding of abstraction.
• What are the collaborative affordances of the bodily interaction style? For example, is the sheer size of the tangible elements conducive to collaboration? • Are collaborative activities aimed at scaffolding the mastering of abstraction? For example deictic references to physical objects and gestures have been found to support the emergence of scientific language and ontologies in science learning. They might play a similar role in understanding how to specify abstract behaviours.
Motivation
Similarly to collaboration, motivation is an important factor for embodied environments. For programming, performative action [7] and body-syntonic relations [15] are particularly important.
• Does the system give opportunities for performative action when carrying out the programming task? Combining programming and performative action might induce motivating experiences and appeal to segments of the population who are not usually attracted to programming.
• Is the type of interaction aimed at producing body-syntonic relations with users?
Discussion
This paper offers an initial framework that can be useful for analysing the learning potential of programming environments employing an embodied type of interaction. Perhaps more importantly, the initial framework can be used before any system has been built to maximise the learning potential of such environments.
The factors taken into account by the initial framework can be classified into technical and social. Within the technical factors, an important consideration is the degree to which the action-effect couplings provided by the environment are literal or abstract. As mentioned above, embodied interaction aims to exploit the familiarity of physical world couplings but programming, on the other hand, could benefit from employing abstract couplings as a way of specifying abstract behaviours. A concept that can bridge this apparent mismatch is Image Schemas [12] . Image Schemas capture patterns of recurring bodily interactions and therefore encapsulate important aspects of our familiarity with the physical world. At the same time, they are generic enough to be employed for abstract couplings. Image Schemas have been employed to provide abstract couplings in tangible environments [11] . However, they have not, to the best of our knowledge, been employed in programming environments employing an embodied type of interaction. The potential of Image Schemas for this type of environments needs to be evaluated empirically.
Social factors can be particularly important as they can address sociological barriers to programming such as lack of social support and compelling contexts [22] . Social support can be enhanced by the potential of embodied environments for collaboration. The degree of collaboration can be increased if the embodied elements are associated with the actual environment rather than just with its output. Traditional tangible robotic systems, for example, limit the potential for collaboration by employing a conventional desktop setup for the actual programming environment.
Finally performative action can be an important factor for providing compelling contexts. Unfortunately most of the current embodied environments for programming do not provide many opportunities for performative action. These opportunities can be enhanced by environments which embed their embodied elements in large physical spaces (rooms for example) [23] or by those that enable whole body interaction [24] .
Conclusion
This paper has motivated and presented a set of important factors to take into account when analysing the learning potential of programming environments employing an embodied type of interaction. These factors are classified into technical and social. Technical factors are further classified into those related with the nature of the interaction and those associated with its focus. Social factors have been classified into collaborative and those related with motivation.
The factors are presented as a set of questions that could be asked when designing or analysing programming learning environments employing an embodied type of interaction.
These factors and questions suggest that if the potential of embodied interaction is maximised, the learning of programming would be much more compatible with a studio approach and in many ways similar to learning in disciplines such as architecture or product design. It would be similar not only because the end product could be tangible, but also because of the emphasis on a hands-on approach, on collaboration and on performative action. However this is a conjecture, work that focuses not only on system-building but also on empirically evaluating the benefits and implications of embodied interaction in the learning of programming is needed.
